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Abstract. Embeddings of several graph classes into hypercubes have been widely 
studied. Unfortunately, almost all investigated graph classes are regular graphs 
such as meshes, complete trees, pyramids. In this paper, we present a general 
method for one-to-one embedding irregular graphs into their optimal hypercubes 
based on extended-edge-bisectors of graphs. An extended-edge-bisector is an 
edge-bisector with the additional property that a subset of the vertices is distributed 
more or less evenly among the two halves of the bisected graph. The dilation and 
congestion of the embedding depends on the quality of the extended-edge-bisector. 
Moreover, if the extended bisection can be efficiently computed on the hypercube, 
so can the embedding. 

1 Introduction 
Hypercubes are a very popular model for parallel computation because of their regular- 
ity and their relatively small number of interprocessor connections. Another important 
property of an interconnection network is its ability to simulate efficiently the com- 
munication of parallel algorithms. Thus, it is desirable to find suitable embeddings of 
graphs representing the communication structure of parallel algorithms into hypercubes 
representing the interconnection network of a parallel computer. 

Embeddings of graphs with a regular structure, like rings, (multidimensional) grids, 
complete trees, binomial trees, pyramids, X-trees, meshes of trees and so on, have been 
investigated by many researcher, see, e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15, 20, 21, 22, 25]. Unfortu- 
nately, the communication structure of a parallel algorithm can often be very irregular. 

For graphs whose structure is less regular, it is in general hard to decide whether 
there is a good embedding into a given host graph. Here, an embedding is considered 
good if it has small dilation, load, and expansion. Given a graph G and a positive integer 
d, it is N'7)-complete to decide whether G is a subgraph of the d-dimensional hypercube, 
even if G is a tree [23]. Given a graph G and a positive integer d, it is also N'7)-complete 
to decide whether G has a dilation 2 embedding into the d-dimensional hypercube [24]. 

For arbitrary binary trees, one-to-one embeddings into their optimal hypercubes with 
constant dilation and constant node-congestion have been constructed in [3]. Another 
one-to-one embedding of an arbitrary binary tree into its optimal hypercube with constant 
dilation is given in [18], but in this paper neither node-congestion nor edge-congestion is 
considered. The embedding given in [13] yields dilation 8 and constant node-congestion. 
This is the best known bound on the dilation. Furthermore, this embedding can be 
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efficiently computed on the hypercube itself. In [I0], Havel has conjectured that every 
binary tree has a one-to-one embedding with dilation 2 into its optimal hypercube. This 
conjecture is still open. A simple parity argument shows that the complete binary tree is 
not a subgraph of its optimal hypercube [4, 20, 25]. In [12], it was shown that balanced 
caterpillars with legs of unit length are subgraphs of their optimal hypercubes. This was 
generalized in [2]; it was shown that balanced caterpillars with the additional property 
that the lengths of the legs have the same parity are subgraphs of their optimal hyper- 
cubes. Embeddings of graphs with bounded treewidth into optimal hypercubes have 
been studied in [ 14]. A one-to-one embedding with dilation 3 [log((d+ 1) ( t+ 1))1 +8 
was obtained which can be efficiently constructed on the optimal hypercube itself. 

In this paper, a general technique for embedding irregular graphs based on extended- 
edge-bisectors is presented. An extended-edge-bisector is an edge-bisector with the 
additional property that a subset of the vertices is distributed more or less evenly among 
the two halves of the bisected graph. Depending on the size of the extended-edge-bisec- 
tor, roughly the number of vertices incident to the edges cut by the bisector, the quality 
of distributing marked vertices, and the maximal degree of the given graph, we compute 
bounds on the dilation and node-congestion for our embedding method. Moreover, if the 
extended bisection can be efficiently computed on the hypercube, so can the embedding. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we recall some basic 
definitions and notations which we will use later. In the third section, we present the 
main tool for our embedding, called the (k, A, o, A)-tree, and we discuss the quality of 
the embedding achieved. We define extended-edge-bisectors in the fourth section and 
describe how to efficiently obtain extended-edge-separators from extended-edge-bisec- 
tors. We also determine the quality of the embedding in terms of the quality of the 
extended-edge-bisector for a given family of  graphs. In the fifth section, we present 
some applications of our method. Finally, we give some concluding remarks. 

2 Preliminaries 

An embedding of a graph G=(Vc, EG), called guest graph, into a graph H=(VH, EH), 
called host graph, is a mapping r consisting of two mappings Cv:VG--+V~ 
and r Here, 79(G) denotes the set of paths in the graph G=(V,E). 
The mapping r  maps each edge {v,w}EEc to a path pC79(H) connecting (~v(v) 
and Cv(w). We call an embedding one-to-one if the mapping Cv is 1-1. 

The dilation of an edge eEEG under an embedding ~b is the length of the path OE (e). 
Here, the length of a path p is the number of its edges. The dilation of an embedding 
is the maximal dilation of an edge in G. The number of vertices of a guest graph 
which are mapped onto a vertex v in the host graph, is called the load of the vertex v. 
The load of an embedding 0 is the maximal load of a vertex in the host graph. In 
this paper, unless noted otherwise, we only consider embeddings with load one. The 
ratio ]VH]/]VGI is called the expansion of the embedding r The congestion of an edge 
e'tEH is the number of paths in {q~E(e) I ecEG} that contain e'. The edge-congestion 
is the maximal congestion over all edges in H.  The congestion of a vertex VCVH is 
the number of paths in {r ] etEG} containing v. Again, the node-congestion is 
the maximal congestion over all vertices in H. In the following, we initially restrict our 
attention to finding a suitable mapping Cv, and we will use shortest paths in the hyper- 
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cube for the mapping r  Nevertheless, it is still important to decide which paths we 
choose, since we are interested in obtaining an embedding with small node-congestion. 

A hypercube of  dimension d is a graph with 2 a vertices, labeled 1-1 with the strings 
in {0, 1} d. Two vertices are connected iff their labels differ in exactly one position. The 
smallest hypercube into which we can embed a given graph G=(V, E) with load one is 
called its optimal hypercube. Thus, its dimension is rlog(IVl)]. Hence, an embedding 
of a graph G into its optimal hypercube has expansion less than 2. 

The level of a vertex v in a tree is the number of  vertices on the path from the root 
to v. Hence, the level of  the root is 1. The height of  a tree T is the max imum level of  a 
vertex in T. A complete d-ary tree T of  height h is a tree such that each internal vertex 
has exactly d children, and such that all leaves have the same level. Given a vertex v in 
a tree, a vertex w is called a descendant of  v if it lies on a path from v to a leaf of  the 
tree. A subtree rooted at a vertex v is the induced subgraph of all descendants of  v in 
the tree. We call a vertex of  a tree an internal vertex if it is not a leaf of  the tree. 

3 The (k, h, o, A)-Tree 
3.1 Definit ion of  a (k ,  h ,  o,  A)-Tree  

To construct our embedding, we use the data structure of  a (k, h, o, A)-tree. The 
(k, h, o, %)-tree is a complete 2k-ary tree of  height h with integer node weights, also 
called the capacities of  the nodes. The capacity of  a node depends on the level of  the 
node and additional integer parameters o_>0 and )~E [0 :k - l ] .  We will call o the order 
and % the type of  a (k, h, o, ~ )-tree. The capacity of  a node at level s of  a (k, h, o, ~ )-tree 
is defined as follows (5, 5 is the Kronecker-delta): 

c(g) = 2 ~ 2' + 6e,1 , 
A / - -0  

In the sequel, we call vertices of  a (k, h, o, A)-tree nodes, and we denote the capacity of  
a node at level ~ by c(s 

L e m m a  1. The total capacity of a ( k, h, o, A )-tree is 2 kh+~ 

Proof By definition of the capacities we get: 

h h k--1 I )  ~--3-/~h' 2k('--l) .c(e) ----- ~ 2 k ( ' - l )  �9 2 ~ ~ 2' ,~ 

~=1 g = l  i = 0  / = 0  

s  i=O )~ "~ / = 0  

k / = 0  i = 0  

r , , -1  

using E = Z (:) 
i=A i=~+l 

= 2 ~ + = 2 k h + ~  
[3 

I . /=)~+1 "= 
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We state without proof the following inequalities for c(f) which we will use later. 

Lemma 2. For A< ~ the following inequalities are valid: 

i) �89 k+~ < ~c(e), ii) c ( e -  1) <: a +lc(e), iii) 20(2 ~ - 1) < c(•). 

For A=0 the term in parentheses on the left hand side of the first inequality is set to be 1. 

3.2 Embedding the (k, h, o, ),)-Tree into the Hypercube 

We now describe a mapping of a (k, h, o, A)-tree into its optimal hypercube such that 
each node of the (k, h, o, A)-tree occupies as many vertices of the hypercube as given by 
its capacity. Each node in a (k, h, o, A)-tree can be represented by a string in ({0, 1}k) * 
as follows. The empty string e represents the root of the (k, h, o, A)-tree. If a represents 
a node v of the (k, h, o, A)-tree, then the strings aft for fiE{0, 1} ~ represent the 2 ~ 
children of v from left to right. Note that the string representing a node at level g has 
length k(g - 1). For a string rE{0, 1}*, we denote by Ivll the number of l ' s  in v and 
by Ivl the length of v. We define the following sets of hypercube locations, where c~ 
represents some arbitrary node in a (k, h, o, A)-tree: 

S~ := {aflTfi E {0, 1}~+~ : f lE(0+l)*l  A//~l<k A ITII=A A I~l=o} 

r :=  E {0, : I'YI ---A ^ le l=o} 

We also define the set S:= Us so. The vertices of the given graph mapped to the node 
of a (k, h, o, A)-tree represented by a, will finally be mapped to hypercube locations in 
the set L~ :=S~ if a#e ,  and L, :=S, U T otherwise. We will now show that the capacity 
of a node in the (k, h, o, A)-tree is equal to the cardinality of the set of vertices in the 
hypercube to which it is mapped. Let a represent a node in the (k, h, o, A)-tree at level 
~; therefore, ]al=k(e - 1). Hence we get: 

[T[=2 o ~ , IS~I=2 o ~ =20 k ( h - l  ) - i - 1  

i = 0  BE(O+I)*I i=0  
ICq<k 

Thus, }L~}=c(~). Furthermore, it can easily be verified that for every ct#a'E({0, 1}~) * 
S j 1 S ~ ,  =13 and Sj~T=O,  and hence Lj1L~ ,=O for every a#a 'E ({0 ,  1}k) *. Hence, 
for each string s E SUT there is a unique decomposition s=a/376 as used in the definition 
of S~ and T. For a given hypercube location v, we will call the (k, h, o, A)-tree node 
represented by a such that vEL~ the corresponding (k, h, o, A)-tree node. 

Lemma 3. Let v and w be representations of two nodes in a (k, h, o, A)-tree and let 
u=lca(v, w) be their lowest common ancestor in the ( k, h, o, A )-tree. I f  the lengths of  
the paths from u to v and from u to w are at most A then any pair r, s of hypercube 
locations, where rEL~ and sEL~, differ in at most k(Zl+l)+o+2A positions. 

Proof We first consider the case where both vertices r and s belong to the set S. The 
diagram in Figure 1 shows the labels of the two hypercube locations r and s to which v 
and w are mapped. In this picture, a represents the lowest common ancestor of v and w 
and a a  ~ (resp., a a ' )  represents the vertex v (resp., w). Without loss of generality, we 
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w'. ..... 3" ~, 

Fig. 1. Hypercube Locations of Adjacent Graph Vertices 

assume l a'l  <1~"1. Since the lowest common ancestor of v and w is at distance < A from 
both vertices, we get I~"l_<kA. The definition of the mapping from the (k, h, o, ),)-tree 
to the hypercube implies that lY'l<k, 16"1--o, and that 7' and 3"' contain exactly ), 
l ' s  each. Hence, the labels r and s differ in at most kA+k+X+),+o=k(A+l)+o+2), 
positions. 

We now consider the case that the hypercube location r belongs to the set T, implying 
that v represents the root of the (k, h, o, ),)-tree. The hypercube location s=c~'/3~7'5 ', 
belongs again to S. Since the distance between v and w is A, we have Ic~'l<k,3. Hence, 
there are at most kA+k+)`=k(A+l)+)t l ' s  in the first kh positions of s. By the 
definition of the set T, r has at most ~ l 's  in the first kh positions. Thus, the hypercube 
locations r and s differ in at most k(Z~+l)+)`+)`+o=k(A+l)+o+2)` positions. 

Finally, if both vertices r and s belong to the set T, they obviously differ in at most 
0+2), positions. [] 

In the following, we will bound the node-congestion of the given embedding. We restrict 
our attention to bound the node-congestion, since the edge-congestion is less than or 
equal to the node-congestion. Moreover, for a better understandable representation we 
consider a (k, h, o, 1)-tree. The argument for (k, h, o, A)-trees is similar. 

Consider two adjacent vertices of the given graph which are mapped to hypercube 
locations labeled v and w. We decompose the label into four segments A, B, C, and D. 
Segment D consists of the last o bits. The lengths of the segments A, B, and C are 
multiples of k; Segment C is the longest suffix before segment D such that it contains at 
most one 1 in both v and w and its length is a multiple of k. Segment/3 consists of the 
(A + 1)k positions before segment C, and segment A is the remainder. See Figure 2 for 
an illustration of this decomposition. Recall that the hypercube locations of the vertices v 
and w can differ only in segments/3 and D, and in at most 2 positions of segment C 
(cf. Figure 2 for the case v, wES, the positions where the labels can differ are indicated 
by shading). Also note that segment A can be empty. For a path p~,~o from v to w, we 
call v the lower endpoint of p~,~,, if v=c~/3~7~5~ ES, w=aw/3~o%o~o ES (cf. Figure 2) 
and 1"%1<17~1, or if yES and wET. Otherwise, ifv,wES and I - y ~ l = l T ~ l  orifv, wET, 
we arbitrarily select one endpoint of the path p~,~ to be the lower endpoint. The endpoint 
of the path p~,~ which is not the lower endpoint is called the upper endpoint. 

A . . . . . . .  C 
~ ~ ~ , ,~  ~ ~ t ~ l  ! i !i!~ % !i!i!i!~! i ~ ~i  

(A+l)k k o 

Fig. 2. Hypercube Locations of Two Adjacent Vertices 
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To construct a shortest path pv,~ from v to w in the hypercube, we proceed in four 
phases. Without loss of generality, we assume that v is the lower endpoint; otherwise, 
we execute the routing about to be described in reverse order. In the first phase, we 
flip the bit position in segment C which has to be changed from 0 to 1, if it exists. In 
the second phase, we flip those bit positions in segment D that need to be changed. In 
the third phase, we first flip in segment B O's to l 's  from right to left that have to be 
changed; then, we flip l 's  to O's from left to right whenever necessary. Finally, we flip 
the bit position in segment C which has to be changed from 1 to 0, if it exists. 

To obtain an upper bound on the node-congestion, we consider a fixed hypercube 
location u and bound the number of hypercube locations which can be an upper or lower 
endpoint of a path hitting u. The details are omitted due to space limitations. 

Theorem 4. Let G be a graph of size n and maximal degree d. Let an embedding of G 
into a ( k, h, o, A )-tree be given such that the load of no ( k, h, o, A )-tree node exceeds 
its capacity. If a pair of adjacent graph vertices is mapped to a pair of ( k, h, o, A )-tree 
nodes such that their lowest common ancestor is at most at distance A from either 
node, we obtain an embedding of G into a hypercube with unit load, dilation at most 
(A+ 1)k+o+2A, and expansion at most 2kh +~ / n. Choosing the shortest paths between 
each pair of such hypercube locations as described above, the node-congestion of this 
embedding is at most O(d2(A+a)~+~ ). 

4 T h e  Embedding 

In this section, we will construct embeddings of arbitrary graphs into (k, h, o, A)-trees 
provided the graphs have small bisectors. Further, if the bisectors can be efficiently 
constructed on the hypercube then the embedding can also be efficiently implemented 
on the hypercube. 

4.1 Edge-Bisectors and Edge-Separators 
Let G=(V, E) be a graph containing marked vertices and let #(V)C_V be the set of 
marked vertices in G. Let c~,/3:IR--+IR be two functions. Let SC_E be a subset of edges. 
We denote by G(E') the subgraph G'=(V, E') of G for some E'C_E. Further, let 
CI=(V1, E l ) , . . . ,  Cg=(V~, Ee) be the connected components of the graph G(E\S) .  
We call S an (c~,/3)-extended-edge-bisector if there exists a partition of the connected 
components of the graph G(E\S)  into sets $1 and ,92 such that the following conditions 
hold for iE{1, 2}: 

i) [-~] < Z IVJl <- [~] '  ii)ISI <- ~([VI)' iii) Z I#(VJ)I -< rg(i,(v)j)]. 
Cj E$1 Cj ESi 

For ~(n)= ~, such a separator is known in the literature as a 2-color-bisector [1, 9]. We 
call an edge belonging to the set S a separator edge. Vertices incident to a separator 
edge will be called separator vertices. We will denote the set of separator vertices in a 
connected component C=(V, E) (or more generally in a graph G : ( V ,  E))  by (7(V). 

Again, let G=(V, E) be a graph containing marked vertices and let #(V)C_V be 
the set of marked vertices in G. Let "7:IRx]R-+IR be a real valued function. Let S C E  
be a subset of the edges. We denote by CI : (V1,  E l ) , . . . ,  C~=(Ve, Eg) the connected 
components of the graph G(E\  S). We call S a ('7, a)-extended-edge-separator if there 
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exists a partition of the connected components of the graph G(E\S) into sets S~, for 
iE [l:n], such that the following conditions hold: 

Cj E S~ C j  E S~ 

A set f of graphs is called a family of graphs if each subgraph of a graph in f is 
also in f .  More formally, for each G=(V, E)Ef ,  for each subset V~CV, and for each 
subset E'c(EN(V' xV')) ,  it follows that G~=(W, E~)Ef. A family ~- of graphs is 
called (a, fl)-bisectable if each graph GE.T has an (a, fl)-extended-edge-bisector. A 
family ~" of graphs is called (7, ~;)-separable if each graph G E l  has a (7, a)-extended- 
edge-separator. 

4.2 Constructing Edge-Separators from Edge-Bisectors 
Using a (ix, fl)-extended-edge-bisector, we are able to construct a (% 2k)-extended - 
edge-separator. 

Theorem 5. Let Y be a family of (a, fl)-bisectable graphs such that fl is monotoni- 
cally increasing, i.e., x<y ~ fl(x)<~(y), and fl satisfies the triangle inequality, i.e., 
~(x+y)<_fl(x)+~(y). Then • is also (7, 2k)-separablef or every ke]N, where 

k--i k--i 

i = 0  i = 0  

If ~(x)= ~ then we get for %" 7(x,y) = E . o ~ ( [ ~ 1 )  + [2--~- ] �9 
i = 0  

Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction on k. 
Induction basis ( k = l ) :  Let G=(V, E)E2F. Since f is a family of (a, ~)-bisectable 
graphs, the first condition in the definition of an extended-edge-separator follows imme- 
diately from condition i) in the definition of an extended-edge-bisector. By definition, 
the number of marked and separator vertices in each half is at most 

,~(IVl ) + [fl(l~(V)l)l _< ,~(IVl) + f l ( I . (V) l )  + 1 <_ ,~(IVl) + f i(lr,(V)l) + fl(~ 

as claimed in the theorem. If fl(x)= ~ then the number of marked and separator vertices 
in each half is at most a(IVI)+ [l~(Y)l/2q. 
Induction step (k---+kq-1): First, we apply the induction hypothesis for k = l  to the 
graph G. Hence, we get a partition of the connected components C1,. .  �9 Ce of the graph 
G(E\S) into two sets $1 and $2 satisfying the required conditions. Let G i= (V  ~, E~), 
for iE { 1,2}, be the union of the connected components in S~, i.e., Vi= Ucj es~ v (c  j) 
and Ei= [-Jcjes~ E(Cj). Since f is a family of graphs, it follows that GiEf  and, 

therefore, the graphs G ~ are (a, fl)-bisectable. Now we mark all separator vertices and 
apply the induction hypothesis for k - 1  to each graph G i=  (V i , E i ) in parallel. Thus, we 

n _ _ . _  n r obtain 2 k graphs Gi=(V~, El). Thus, [ ~ J  = [ ~/2] j <IV~ I < [ [2~/2] 1= [57r]. Moreove, 
the number of marked and separator vertices in each Gi is [/~(V/) U (r(V/)l 
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i=O i=O 

using the triangle inequality for/3(.) and the monotonicity of fl(.) 
k - - I  k--2 

i=0  i = 0  

using the triangle inequality for ~(.) 
k--1 k--1 

i=0  i----O 

If/~(x)----~ then the number of marked and separator vertices in each G~ is 

i=0 

-< I .o + 
i=O 

The claim on the computation times follows immediately from the observation that the 
bisections in each of the k stages can be done in parallel in an optimal subcube. Further, 
routing of the subgraphs created by the bisection to their own subcubes can be done in 
logarithmic time using concentration routing [19]. [] 

We should mention here that the hypercube algorithm for the bisection must satisfy some 
special requirements. Whenever the hypercube algorithm requires some conditions on 
how the graph is stored in the hypercube before the bisection, then the algorithm must 
ensure that these conditions are also true for the subgraphs resulting from the bisection. 

4.3 The Embedding Algorithm 
Given a family ~ of (a,/~)-bisectable graphs, we now consider the embedding of a 
graph G=(V, E)E.T" into the hypercube. We denote the number of vertices in G by n, 
and the maximal degree of a vertex in G by d. In the sequel, we assume that d>3, since 
all graphs with degree <2 can easily be embedded one-to-one into its optimal hypercube. 

Our embedding of (a, 3)-bisectable graphs into optimal hypercubes is achieved in 
two steps. First, we embed the graph into a (k, h, o, A)-tree. This will be explained in 
detail in the following. Then, we use the mapping presented in the previous section to 
complete the embedding. To obtain small dilation, adjacent vertices of the graph should 
be mapped to nodes which are close in the (k, h, o, A)-tree. Our goal is to obtain an 
embedding of the graph into a (k, h, o, A)-tree such that adjacent vertices are mapped 
to two nodes of the (k, h, o, A)-tree with distance at most 1 from their lowest common 
ancestor of the (k, h, o, A)-tree. Our method leads to an embedding of the graph G into 
the hypercube with dilation 2k+o+2A. 

The embedding of the graph G into the (k, h, o, A)-tree will be achieved as follows. 
First, we fill up the root of the (k, h, o, A)-tree with arbitrarily chosen vertices of G and 
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remove these vertices from G, obtaining G ~. Then we mark the unmapped neighbors of 
the mapped vertices in the resulting graph G ~. We associate this graph G ~ with the root 
of the (k, h, o, ),)-tree. We decompose G I into 2 k parts using Theorem 5 and associate to 
each of the children of the root one of the parts of the decomposed graph Gq In the next 
step, we fill up the children of the root with the marked vertices in the associated subgraph 
of G ~. Additionally, we map the separator vertices of the previous decomposition to 
the 2 k children of the root. Finally, we fill up the nodes of the (k, h, o, A)-tree with 
arbitrarily chosen vertices of the associated subgraph until the capacity of these nodes 
is reached. We repeat this process until we reach the leaves of the (k, h, o, A)-tree. 

4.4 Quality of the General Embedding Strategy 
In this subsection, we will show how the parameters k, o, and A can be chosen depending 
on the extended-edge-separator and the maximal degree d of the given graph to obtain 
an embedding with small dilation. Since we are looking for an embedding into the 
optimal hypercube, we have to choose the parameters of the (k, h, o, A)-tree such that 
kh+o= [log(n)~ implying that the height h is determined by k and o. 

We make the following assumptions on our (a,/3)-bisectable family of graphs. 
We recall from Theorem 5 that/3 is function satisfying the triangle inequality such that 
/3(x) E [3, x]. We first assume that fl:IR~IR is a linear function. For our convenience, we 
will write/3(n)=t3.n. Further, we assume that a:IR--+IR is a poly-logarithmic function, 
i.e., a ( x ) = a ,  log~(x) for some aEIR +. 

In order to compute the number of graph vertices mapped to a single node in 
the (k, h, o, A)-tree, let n(~) be the maximum number of marked vertices and separator 
vertices mapped to a single node of the (k, h, o, A)-tree at level ~, and let f(g) be the size 
of the associated graph which is partitioned at a node at level e of the (k, h, o, A)-tree. 

r 2~1'+~ Recall that c(g) denotes the capacity An obvious upper bound for f(g) is j 2a~-~) J" 
of a node in the (k, h, o, ),)-tree at level L The number of marked vertices in a forest 
corresponding to a node at level g before the partitioning is at most (d-1)c(g), since 
each mapped vertex has at most d -  1 unmapped neighbors. It what follows, we will show 
that n(e)<_c(e). Note that by construction of the embedding n(1) <c(1) and n(h)<_e(h). 
Now we can establish the following inequality for 2 < ~ < h - 1  using Theorem 5. 

n(e) _< 

_< 

<_ 

Thus, it is 

k--1 

E [/3(i) ( a  +/3(k) ( d - 1 ) - c ( g - 1 ) ) +  E / 3  (i) 
i=0 i=-0 

a 1 _--Z-- f ,og  \2k(~_2) ] + k + (d - 1)/3kc(~ - 1) + k 

using Lemma 2 ii) for )~<~ 

1 - /3k  (k(h - e + 2) + o) :~ +/3k(d - 1)3;~+'c(~) + 2k < c(~) 
a 1_--s ~ 

sufficient to satisfy the following three inequalities. 

2k_< c(e) (1) 
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/3ka~+l(d-  1)c(g) < c(g) (2) 

1 - f l  k ' 1 . 2 k + o ( k ( h s - g ) ) : ~  3 
o e ~ _ ~  ( k ( h - g + 2 ) + o )  a _ ~  < c(e) (3) 

For inequality (3) we have used Lemma 2 i). Inequality (1) is satisfied if we choose 
o>k and k>3, since using Lemma 2 iii), we get: 

2k _< 2 2k-3 _< 2 k+~ _< ~ 2 ~  1 ) _ <  ~c(~). 

From inequality (2) we may conclude for A>0 that 

k > log(d) + A log(3) + 4 
- - log(/ ) 

Clearly, inequality (3) is satisfied if the following inequality holds, assuming that o_< 2k. 

2a _ A~ l + k _ ~ 7 ~ _  ) <_ 2a1___~2 log(SA) ~ 

Hence, the following inequalities should be satisfied, if we choose oE [k+1:2k]: 

+1o  _ =r k >  ~ Alog(SA)+log 

Altogether, if we choose k and o as described above, we never map more vertices to a 
(k, h, o, A)-tree node at level g < h - 1  than its capacity allows. Using Lemma 3, we can 
conclude that the dilation of the embedding is at most 2k+o+2A<_4k+2A. 

Theorem 6. Let 9 be a family of  (a, fl)-bisectable graphs, where a (n )=a ' ,  log ~ (n) 
is a poly-Iogarithmic function and fl(x)<_fl'.z. Then a graph GEG can be one-to-one 
embedded into its optimal hypercube with dilation at most 4k + 2A and node-congestion 
at most O(d24k+2~), where 

k = [max {�89 (A log(5A) + log (12_-~)),-(log(d) + Alog(3) + 4 ) / l o g ( t ) ) ]  

Moreover, if a (a, fl)-bisection can be computed in time 13(n)=f2(log(n) ) for any graph 
of  size n on its optimal hypercube, this embedding can computed in time O(log(n).B(n)) 
on the optimal hypercube. 

Obviously, the dilation and node-congestion can be improved for special graph classes 
by a more sophisticated analysis of the inequality n(g)<_c(g). 

5 Applications 
In this section, we will apply our results of the previous sections to some special families 
of graphs. Some of the results are well known, but others are new. It has been shown 
in [ 13] that a binary tree has a (4 log(n), ~)-extended-edge-bisector. As shown in [ 13], 
this extended-edge-bisector can be computed on the optimal hypercube in logarithmic 
time after some preprocessing requiring time O(log 2 (n) logloglog(n) log* (n)). 

Theorem 7. An arbitrary binary tree can be embedded into its optimal hypercube with 
constant dilation, constant node-congestion, and unit load. The embedding can be 
computed in time O(log~(n) logloglog(n) log*(n)) on the optimal hypercube itself 
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The graphs with treewidth t and maximal degree d have a (2(t+1)(d+1) log(n), ~)- 
extended-edge-bisector, as shown in [14]. 

Theorem 8. A graph with treewidth t and maximal degree d can be embedded into its 
optimal hypercube with dilation max{14+[2 log((d+l)( t+l))] ,  24+4[log(d)] }. The 
embedding can be computed in time O(log 2 (n)logloglog(n)log* (n)) on the optimal 
hypercube itself if the input graph is given by its tree decomposition. 

It can also be shown that graphs with pathwidth t and maximal degree d have a 
( ( t+ l ) (d+l ) ,  ~)-extended-edge-bisector. 

Theorem 9. A graph with pathwidth t and maximal degree d can be embedded into its 
optimal hypercube with dilation max{4+[2 log((d+l)( t+l))] ,  16+4[log(d)] }. The 
embedding can be computed in time O(log2(n) logloglog(n) log*(n)) on the optimal 
hypercube itself if the input graph is given by its tree decomposition. 

Using the results in [1, 9], it can be shown that the family of circular-arc graphs have a 
(d(d+ 1), ~)-extended-edge-bisector, with d the maximal degree of a vertex in the graph. 

Theorem 10. A circular-arc graph with maximal degree d can be embedded into its 
optimal hypercube with dilation 4[log(d)] +4. The embedding can be computed in time 
O(log2(n) logloglog(n)log*(n)) on the optimal hypercube itself if the input graph is 
given by its circular-arc representation. 

Since interval graphs are a subclass of circular-arc graphs, it follows: 

Corollary 11. An interval graph with maximal degree d can be embedded into its 
optimal hypercube with dilation 4 [log(d)] +4. The embedding can be computed in time 
O(log 2 (n)logloglog(n)log* (n)) on the optimal hypercube itself if the input graph is 
given by its interval representation. 

The family of k-outerplanar graphs has a (6k (d+ 1) log(n), ~ )-extended-edge-bisector. 

Theorem 12. A k-outerplanar graph can be one-to-one embedded into its optimal 
hypercube with dilation at most max{2 [log(k(d + 1))] +8, 26+4 [log(d)] }. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have presented a general technique for embedding irregular graphs based on ex- 
tended-edge-bisectors. Depending on the size of the extended-edge-bisector, the quality 
of distributing marked vertices, and the maximal degree of the given graph, we have 
given bounds on the dilation and node-congestion for our embedding. It remains as 
an open problem whether an embedding can be computed dynamically as the graph 
grows. It has been proven in [17] that any deterministic algorithm for dynamically 
embedding caterpillars into hypercubes cannot simultaneously achieve constant dilation, 
constant load, and constant expansion. Thus, either randomized techniques (as in [17]) 
or migration, i.e., remapping of vertices, has to be used for dynamic embeddings. In [ 16], 
a deterministic algorithm for dynamic one-to-one embeddings of arbitrary binary trees 
into hypercubes with small dilation, expansion, and node-congestionusing migration is 
presented. Furthermore, this embedding can be efficiently computed on the hypercube. 
It seems that this method can at least be extended for k-trees. 
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